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Abstract: As an indispensable essential amino acid in the human body, lysine is extremely rich in
edible mushrooms. The α-aminoadipic acid (AAA) pathway is regarded as the biosynthetic pathway
of lysine in higher fungal species in Agaricomycetes. However, there is no deep understanding
about the molecular evolutionary relationship between lysine biosynthesis and species in Agari-
comycetes. Herein, we analyzed the molecular evolution of lysine biosynthesis in Agaricomycetes.
The phylogenetic relationships of 93 species in 34 families and nine orders in Agaricomycetes were
constructed with six sequences of LSU, SSU, ITS (5.8 S), RPB1, RPB2, and EF1-α datasets, and then the
phylogeny of enzymes involved in the AAA pathway were analyzed, especially homocitrate synthase
(HCS), α-aminoadipate reductase (AAR), and saccharopine dehydrogenase (SDH). We found that the
evolution of the AAA pathway of lysine biosynthesis is consistent with the evolution of species at the
order level in Agaricomycetes. The conservation of primary, secondary, predicted tertiary structures,
and substrate-binding sites of the enzymes of HCS, AAR, and SDH further exhibited the evolutionary
conservation of lysine biosynthesis in Agaricomycetes. Our results provide a better understanding of
the evolutionary conservation of the AAA pathway of lysine biosynthesis in Agaricomycetes.
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1. Introduction

Lysine is an essential amino acid required for normal growth and development in the
human body [1,2]. Lack of lysine will not only impair protein synthesis but also seriously
affect the organismal immune and central nervous systems [3,4]. Lysine exhibits promising
application prospects in the food, chemical synthesis, cosmetic, and pharmaceutical indus-
tries. Edible wild fungi in Agaricomycetes are important sources of amino acids and serve
as excellent food sources of lysine for humans [5,6]. There are three perspectives recognized
in the origin and evolution of lysine metabolic pathways, including the retro-evolution
hypothesis, forward development hypothesis, and enzymatic recruitment hypothesis [7–9].
The enzymatic recruitment hypothesis of lysine biosynthesis is widely accepted based on
the available research. Lysine is the only amino acid among protein-derived amino acids
that is involved in two different synthetic pathways in organisms [2,10]. In bacteria, lower
fungi, and green plants, the diaminopimelate (DAP) pathway of lysine biosynthesis begins
with aspartate semialdehyde and pyruvate. The α-aminoadipate (AAA) pathway of lysine
biosynthesis is found in higher fungi and euglenoids with α-ketoglutarate from citric acid
cycle as the precursor [2,9]. Moreover, the intermediates in the AAA pathway are incorpo-
rated into secondary metabolites with biological activities such as penicillin, slaframine, and
swainsonine [10]. There are seven intermediates and eight enzymes involved in the AAA
pathway from the precursor to the generation of lysine in Agaricomycetes [10] (Figure 1).
These intermediates and enzymes are not only an important basis for exploring lysine
biosynthesis but are also significant targets for the development of antifungal drugs [11,12].
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Figure 1. The α−aminoadipate (AAA) pathway of lysine biosynthesis in higher fungi.

The origin and evolution of the lysine biosynthetic pathway is a key step in cellular
evolution because it changes the dependence of primitive cells on the external environ-
ment [9]. Based on the conservation of the amino acid sequences of specific enzymes in
the pathways, Velasco and colleagues showed that the enzymes in the DAP pathway are
related to arginine metabolism, and the enzymes in the AAA pathway are involved in
leucine metabolism [13]. This is the first simple description of the evolutionary relation-
ships of the lysine biosynthetic pathway, but this study does not cover the relationship
between the lysine biosynthesis pathway and the evolution of species in Basidiomycota [13].
Torruella et al. explained the evolutionary history of lysine in eukaryotes based on the
phylogenetic relationship between α-aminoadipate reductase (AAR) and LysA genes, and
confirmed that the AAR gene is a molecular synapomorphy of fungi and protist Coral-
lochytrium limacisporum [14]. However, the study only involves the homology of AAR
from four species in Basidiomycota. Among the eight enzymes in the AAA pathway, ho-
mocitrate synthase (HCS) catalyzes the first step in lysine biosynthesis. The condensation
of acetyl-CoA and α-ketoglutarate to form homocitrate is considered to be the rate-limiting
step in the biosynthesis of lysine [2]. AAR catalyzes the reduction of α-aminoadipate to a
semialdehyde, which is the most striking transformation in the biosynthesis of lysine in
fungi. It is considered to be a completely unique mechanism in the primary metabolism of
fungi [10]. The last step of the AAA pathway of lysine biosynthesis is a key step catalyzed
by saccharopine dehydrogenase (SDH) in higher fungi. SDH catalyzes the cleavage of
saccharopine with the aid of NAD+ to generate α-ketoglutarate and L-lysine. [10]. In recent
years, the number of Agaricomycetes species whose genomes and transcriptomes have
been sequenced is increasing, providing us with indispensable sequences with which to
study the evolution of lysine biosynthesis in Agaricomycetes [15,16].

To date, the evolutionary relationship of lysine biosynthesis in Agaricomycetes is un-
clear. In this study, the phylogenetic relationship of lysine biosynthesis in Agaricomycetes
was analyzed based on the reported sequences of the enzymes involved in the AAA path-
way, especially HCS, AAR, and SDH, and the structural characteristic of proteins and the
binding sites in predicted spatial structures. There is evolutionary conservation of lysine
biosynthesis with evolution at the order level in Agaricomycetes.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Differential Expression Analysis of Genes by RNA-seq

The expression values of the eight genes of the enzymes in the AAA pathway of
Coprinopsis cinerea #326 (GEO accession: GSE125184) and Lentinus tigrinus RLP-9953
(GEO accession: GSE125190) at different developmental stages by RNA-seq were down-
loaded from the GEO database in NCBI (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/ (accessed
on 12 December 2021)). The transcriptome data were obtained from JGI database (https:
//jgi.doe.gov/ (accessed on 12 December 2021)) [16]. GraphPad 8.01 software was used for
statistical analysis of expression level of genes.

2.2. Collection and Assembly of Sequences

The amino acid sequences of eight enzymes in the AAA pathway were downloaded
from the NCBI database (www.ncbi.nim.nih.gov (accessed on 9 October 2021)). BLASTP
analysis was done with the reported amino acid sequences of HCS (AGG53996.1) from
F. velutipes, AAR (XP_001879618.1) from Laccaria bicolor, and SDH (QCX08356.1) from
F. velutipes, and the homologous amino acid sequences from Agaricomycetes and Tremel-
lomycetes were downloaded from the NCBI database for phylogenetic analysis [1,14,17].
This sequence information is listed in Tables S1–S3. The nucleotide sequences of six genes,
including LSU, SSU, ITS (5.8S), RPB1, RPB2, and EF1-α, were downloaded and used to
construct the phylogenetic tree of species (Table S4) [18,19].

2.3. Phylogenetic Analysis of Species and Enzymes Involved in the AAA Pathway

Sequence Matrix 1.7.8 was used to splice the above combination of six genes to
construct the phylogenetic tree of the species. The amino acid sequences of HCS, AAR,
SDH, HAH, HIDH, AAT, and SDR were aligned by MEGA 6.06 software, and then were
manually adjusted. Phylogenetic trees of HCS, AAR, SDH, HAH, HIDH, AAT, and SDR
were constructed by RAxML 1.3.1 software. The default PROTGAMMA (DAYHOFF)
was selected for the amino acid replacement model and the maximum likelihood (ML)
method was used for clustering. The nucleotide substitution model selected the default
GTRGAMMA, and clustering was performed by the ML method with other parameters
identical to the above constructions [18]. The strains of Tremellomycetes were regarded
as the outgroup, and the reliability of internal branch was evaluated with 1000 bootstrap
resampling. The phylogram was viewed and modified with FigTree (version 1.4.4).

2.4. Conservative Analysis of the Primary and Secondary Structures of HCS, AAR, and SDH

The conserved domains in the primary structures of HCS, AAR, and SDH in each
species were analyzed by NCBI’s Conserved Domain Database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/Structure/cdd/wrpsb.cgi (accessed on 9 October 2021). The secondary structures
analysis of the enzymes were predicted with SOPMA (https://npsa-prabi.ibcp.fr/cgi-bin/
npsa_automat.pl?page=npsa_sopma.html (accessed on 9 October 2021) [20].

2.5. 3-D Structure Predictions of HCS, AAR, and SDH

The amino acid sequences of HCS (AGG53996.1), AAR (XP_001879618.1), and SDH
(QCX08356.1) were submitted to I-TASSER webserver (https://zhanggroup.org/I-TASSER/
(accessed on 18 November 2021)) to predict the three-dimensional (3-D) structures [21,22].
The 3-D structures of these proteins were visualized in the Pymol 2.5 software package. All
of the parameters were default.

2.6. Conservative Motif Analysis of Binding Sites in 3-D Structures of HCS, AAR, and SDH

The binding sites of substrate or cofactor in the 3-D structures of HCS, AAR, and SDH
were then attained by sequence alignment based on the binding sites of the known homolo-
gous proteins in the PDB database. The conservative motifs analysis of the substrates or
cofactor binding sites in homologous sequences of the three proteins were queried in MEME
5.4.1 (Multiple EM for Motif Elicitation, https://meme-suite.org/meme/tools/meme (ac-
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cessed on 18 November 2021)) [23]. The search parameters were as follows: number of
different motifs with 20, minimum motif width with 6, maximum motif width with 16, and
other parameters were default.

3. Results
3.1. RNA-seq Analysis of the Genes of the Eight Enzymes Involved in the AAA Pathway

RNA-seq analysis showed significant differences in the expression levels of genes of
the eight enzymes in the AAA pathway at different development stages and in different
species [16]. The expression of genes in C. cinerea and L. tigrinus is shown in Figure S1. The
results showed that HCS is almost at a higher level of expression at all of the development
stages in the two strains, the expression levels of genes of HCS, AAT, AAR, and SDH
are at a higher level in C. cinerea, and the expression levels of genes of HCS, HAH,
HIDT, AAR, SDR, and SDH are at a higher level in L. tigrinus. Genes expression at the
transcriptional level reflected the production of lysine at the different development stages.
There was a correlation between Fvhcs gene expression and lysine production in the
different developmental stages of F. velutipes based on the transcripmental analysis [1].
Our previous study also shows that the field of lysine achieves the high peak of production
at the earlier stage in fermentation [24].

3.2. Phylogenetic Analysis of HCS in Agaricomycetes

Phylogenetic analysis of FvHCS in F. velutipes and other homocitrate synthase proteins
from diverse fungal species in Agaricomycotina is congruent with the current fungal
systematics, and these orthologous sequences may be used as DNA bar codes to assist
in classifying fungi relationships [1]. To examine the molecular evolutionary mechanism
of lysine biosynthesis in Agaricomycetes, we firstly performed a phylogenetic analysis of
HCS, and then compared the phylogenetic relationships of species in Agaricomycetes. The
43 species having orthologous HCS sequences were distributed in 19 families and seven
orders in Agaricomycetes (Table S1). These strains belong to the Agaricales, Polyporals,
Russulales, Hymenochaetales, Auriculariales, Gomphales, and Cantharellales, and have a
robust phylogenetic framework at the order level. However, there was some confusion at
the family level, including species in families of Omphalotaceae and Pluteaceae. Horizontal
gene transfer (HGT) could occur among multiple species at the family level during the long
evolutionary process. The results showed the phylogenetic relationship between species
and HCS at the order level (Figure 2A,B). This indicated that the evolution of HCS was
consistent with the evolution of species at the order level, but there were some differences
at the family level in Agaricomycetes.
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Figure 2. Phylogenetic relationship of both species and HCS homologous sequences in Agari-
comycetes. (A) Maximum likelihood tree showing the relationships among different orders of
Agaricomycetes based on LSU, SSU, RPB1, RPB2, ITS (5.8S), and EF1-α genes with species in Tremel-
lomycetes as the outgroup. (B) Maximum likelihood tree showing the relationships among different
orders of Agaricomycetes based on HCS amino acid sequences with species in Tremellomycetes as the
outgroup. MP bootstrap values (≥50%) of each clade are indicated at nodes. Scale bar in the upper
left indicates substitutions per site. (Clade I: Agaricales, Clade II: Polyporales, Clade III: Russulales,
Clade IV: Hymenochaetales, Clade V: Gomphales, Clade VI: Auriculariales, Clade VII: Cantharellals,
and Clade VIII: Tremellomycetes).

3.3. Phylogenetic Analysis of AAR in Agaricomycetes

The reaction catalyzed by AAR is arguably the key step in the fungal lysine biosyn-
thesis pathway, and is an essential mechanism in primary metabolism [10,25]. AAR is
regarded as a key enzyme in the evolution of fungal lysine synthase [26]. Analyzing the
phylogeny of AAR can help to understand how lysine biosynthesis evolved in fungi. The
AAR homologous sequences of 41 strains in Agaricomycetes with sequences of outgroup
species in Tremellomycetes were used. These 41 species with reported AAR belonged to
25 families and six orders in Agaricomycetes (Table S2). However, not all of the homolo-
gous sequences of AAR in the strains having HCS sequence were obtained from the NCBI
database. There may be two reasons for it. On the one hand, there is a branch pathway
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in the AAA pathway of lysine synthesis which is located upstream of the AAR enzyme.
The five enzymes LysX, LysZ, LysY, LysJ, and LysK sequentially catalyze the conversion of
α-aminoadipate to lysine. This branch pathway typically exists in bacteria and archaea [10].
On the other hand, some enzymes with highly homologous sequences may be involved in
the synthesis of other molecules. With the exception of Pholiota molesta, Crucibulum laeve
and Cyathus striatus, other species have a robust phylogenetic framework at the order level.
The evolutionary types of the phylogeny of AAR with Agaricales, Polyporales, Russulales,
and Cantharellales were consistent with those of HCS. The phylogenetic tree shows the
phylogenetic relationship between species and AAR at the order level in Agaricomycetes
(Figure 3A,B). The results indicated that the evolution of AAR was consistent with the
evolution of species at the order level.
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Figure 3. Phylogenetic relationship both species and AAR homologous sequences in Agaricomycetes.
(A) Maximum likelihood tree showing the relationships among different orders of Agaricomycetes
based on LSU, SSU, RPB1, RPB2, ITS (5.8 S), and EF1-α genes with species in Tremellomycetes as
the outgroup. (B) Maximum likelihood tree showing the relationships among different orders of
Agaricomycetes based on AAR amino acid sequence with species in Tremellomycetes as outgroup.
MP bootstrap values (≥50%) of each clade are indicated at nodes. Scale bar in the upper left indicates
substitutions per site (Clade I: Agaricales, Clade II: Boletales, Clade III: Gloeophyllales, Clade IV:
Polyporales, Clade V: Russulales, Clade VI: Cantharellals, and Clade VII: Tremellomycetes).

3.4. Phylogenetic Analysis of SDH in Agaricomycetes

SDH catalyzes the final step of lysine biosynthesis in the AAA pathway [10]. Over-
expression of Fvsdh can improve lysine biosynthesis in F. velutipes [27]. The phylogenetic
analysis of SDH indicated that 53 species with outgroup species in Tremellomycetes were
members of 22 families and three orders in Agaricomycetes. The majority of the species
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containing SDH in Agaricomycetes existed in Agaricales and Boletales, and had a robust
phylogenetic framework at the order level. The phylogenetic structure was disorganized
at the family level (Figure 4A,B). This result was consistent with the results of a previous
analysis of HCS and AAR.
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Figure 4. Phylogenetic relationship both species and SDH homologous sequences in Agaricomycetes.
(A) Maximum likelihood tree showing the relationships among different orders of Agaricomycetes
based on LSU, SSU, RPB1, RPB2, ITS (5.8 S), and EF1-α genes with species in Tremellomycetes as
the outgroup. (B) Maximum likelihood tree showing the relationships among different orders of
Agaricomycetes based on SDH amino acid sequence with species in Tremellomycetes as the outgroup.
MP bootstrap values (≥50%) of each clade are indicated at nodes. Scale bar in the upper left indicates
substitutions per site (Clade I: Agaricales, Clade II: Boletales, Clade III: Polyporales, and Clade IV:
Tremellomycetes).

3.5. Phylogenetic Analysis of Other Enzymes in the AAA Pathway

In addition to the previously analyzed enzymes, the AAA pathway includes another
five enzymes—HCD, HAH, HIDH, AAT, and SDR [2,10] (Figure 1). Since the function of
HCD was confirmed in 1964, there have been only a few homologous sequences of Agari-
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comycetes in the NCBI database, including homologous sequences of HCD from Grifola
frondose (OBZ73766.1), Trametes pubescens (OJT09835.1), Hypsizygus marmoreus (RDB23442.1)
and Sparassis crispa (XP_027609096.1). Thus, it is difficult to probe the conservation and
molecular evolution of Agaricomycetes. Eight homologous sequences of AAT were iden-
tified in four species in Agaricomycetes in the NCBI database that are members of MocR
family based on a BLASTP analysis of AAT (XP_002910512.1) in C. cinerea [28]. Phyloge-
netic analysis of the homology of AAT showed that they are clustered into two different
branches, namely PLP-dependent transferase and TdiD protein (Figure S3). They were
predicted to be kynurenine/alpha-aminoadipate aminotransferase and to be involved in
transcription and amino acid transport. They have the same conserved domains of AAT
and can catalyze the reversible exchange of the amino group on one molecule and the
ketone group on the other molecule, which suggests that they could have descended from a
common ancestor. Moreover, BLASTP analysis of these three enzymes in the AAA pathway
was conducted based on the sequences of HAH (PBL03870.1) in Armillaria gallica [29], HIDH
(XP_001836919.1) in C. cinerea [28], and SDR (KIY66865.1) in Cylindrobasidium torrendii [30].
There are 72 homologous sequences of HAH, 86 homologous sequences of HIDH, and 31
homologous sequences of SDR in the NCBI database. The phylogenetic analysis of HCS,
AAR, and SDH also showed that all of them are more highly conserved at the order level
in Agaricomycetes (Figures S2, S3, and S5).

3.6. Conservation of Domains in the Primary Structures of HCS, AAR, and SDH

The conservation of amino acid sequences of proteins is affected by their restriction
of molecular function and by molecular evolution. Typically, one protein is composed of
several different domains with varying evolutionary origins and functions. The functional
characteristic conservative domains of HCS, AAR, and SDH were analyzed using the NCBI
Conserved Domain Database (Figure 5). Firstly, 43 HCS homologous sequences were ana-
lyzed in Agaricomycetes. Although the composition of amino acid sequences was distinctly
different in HCS, AAR, and SDH. Their common features indicated that they are members
of the DRE_TIM_HCS metallolyase superfamily. Since members of this family have similar
structural features of the proteins, they can perform similar functions, such as catalyzing
the condensation of acetyl-CoA with α-ketoglutarate to form homocitrate. There is a motif
syntapomorphic to the Agaricomycotina, which revealed the conserved nature of HCS that
could aid in identifing homocitrate synthase in other species of Agaricomycotina [1]. Our
data indicated that HCS has been highly conserved, which is conducive to the evolution of
a more perfect pathway for lysine synthesis in higher fungi (Table S1).

Secondly, 42 homologous sequences of AAR in strains of Agaricomycetes were ana-
lyzed. The amino acid sequences of AAR were significantly longer than the amino acid
sequences of HCS, and they were all members of the alpha_am_amid superfamily (Figure 5).
The results indicate that the characteristics of domains in the primary structures of AAR
are also highly conserved (Table S2). Alternatively, the amino acid sequences of SDH
from 66 species in Agaricomycetes and Tremellomycetes were analyzed. The amino acid
sequences of SDH with approximately 0 and 400 residues were predicted to be part of the
NADB_Rossman superfamily. Only SDHs in the NADB_Rossman superfamily can catalyze
the cleavage of saccharine to produce lysine and α-ketoglutarate. Therefore, we compared
the members of the NADB_Rossman in the 66 strains. The results showed that the amino
acid sequences of SDHs are highly conserved and do not change significantly owing to the
differences in the species (Table S3). The domains in the primary structures of HCS, AAR,
and SDH provide additional evidence that the AAA pathway of lysine biosynthesis was
highly conserved in Agaricomycetes.
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comycetes. (A) Agaricales, (B) Boletales, (C) Gloeophyllales, (D) Polyporales, (E) Russulales,
(F) Hymenochaetales, (G) Gomphales, (H) Auriculariales, (I) Cantharellals, and (J) Tremellomycetes.
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Abbreviations: “TIM superfamily”: These members share a conserved triose-phosphate isomerase
(TIM) barrel domain consisting of a core beta(8)-alpha (8) motif with the eight parallel beta strands
forming an enclosed barrel surrounded by eight alpha helices. The domain has a catalytic center
containing a divalent cation-binding site formed by a cluster of invariant residues that cap the core
of the barrel; “alpha_am_amid superfamily”: Members of this protein family are L-aminoadipate-
semialdehyde dehydrogenase (EC 1.2.1.31). It is also called alpha-aminoadipate reductase. Lysine is
synthesized via aminoadipate in higher fungi; “NADB Rossmann superfamily”: Lysine-ketoglutarate
reductase/saccharopine dehydrogenase. “
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3.7. High Conservation of the Secondary Structures of HCS, AAR, and SDH

The secondary structure of protein is primarily composed of alpha helices, extended
strands, beta turns, and random coils. Based on the homologous sequences of HCS, AAR,
and SDH in Agaricomycetes species, characteristics of the secondary structure of these
homologous sequences were analyzed (Table S5). Alpha helices and random coils are
the dominant forms in the secondary structures of HCS, AAR, and SDH. The ranges of
variation of the alpha helices of proteins in different species were 8.20%, 3.99%, and 5.53%,
respectively. For the extended strand, the ranges of variation of HCS, AAR, and SDH in
different species were 3.50%, 2.17%, and 3.18%, respectively. The ranges of variation of
the beta turns of HCS, AAR, and SDH in different species were 2.49%, 1.58%, and 2.91%,
respectively. Finally, for the random coil, the ranges of variation of HCS, AAR, and SDH in
different species were 8.46%, 1.91%, and 6.79%, respectively (Figures S6–S8). These results
indicated that the secondary structures of HCS, AAR, and SDH do not differ conspicuously
in different species. In addition, the main reason for these subtle differences could be
that there is not a remarkable difference at the boundary of secondary structures. The
large number of alpha helices and random coils lays the foundation for maintenance of
the stability and complexity of the protein conformation. The characteristics of secondary
structures of HCS, AAR, and SDH have a high degree of similarity and conservation. HCS,
AAR, and SDH are derived from their own ancestors in different species. Thus, lysine
biosynthesis is inseparable with the evolution of HCS, AAR, and SDH. The evolutionary
conservation of HCS, AAR, and SDH at the secondary structures also further reflects the
evolutionary trend of lysine biosynthesis in Agaricomycetes.

3.8. 3-D Structures of HCS, AAR, and SDH and the High Conservation of Binding Sites

The three-dimensional (3-D) structure of FvHCS in F. velutipes was predicted by
I-TASSER (Figure 6A). The result showed that FvHCS is composed of both an N-terminal
catalytic domain and a C-terminal hybrid domain, in which the C-score was −1.41 Å. The
TM-score was 0.54 ± 0.15 Å, and the RMSD was 10.4 ± 4.6 Å. These data truly reflected
the tertiary structure of FvHCS. Ten structural analogues of FvHCS were identified by con-
ducting comparisons in the PDB database, including with members of the archaea (6ktqA),
bacteria (6e1jA, 3figB, 4ov4A, 3bliA, 3a9iA, 3rmjA and 6ndsA), fungi (3ivtB), and Metazoa
(2cw6A) (Table S7). The homology between FvHCS and 3ivtB in Schizosaccharomyces pombe
was 69.4%. The results indicated that HCS is widely distributed in different species and
extremely highly conserved in fungi. We deduced the substrate-binding sites of FvHCS
based on the catalytic function of 3ivtB (Figure 6B) [31]. The substrate-binding pocket
of FvHCS is in the classical (α/β) 8 TIM barrel, and the substrate molecule is fixed in
the center of the β-barrel through hydrogen bonds and salt bridges that interact with the
surrounding amino acid residues. The amino acid residues of Glu-68, His-248, and His-
250 interacted with the substrate by binding divalent Zn2+, and Arg-67,Thr-221, His-127,
Arg-187, and Ser-189 which bind to the specific groups in the substrate through hydro-
gen bonding and catalyze the condensation of α-ketoglutarate with acetyl-CoA to form
homocitrate (Figure 6B). The conservative motifs of substrate-binding sites of HCS were
identified in 30 species in Agaricomycetes by MEME. There were eight amino acid residues
highly conserved and widely distributed in the orders of Agaricales, Polyporales, Russu-
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lales, Hymenochaetales, Gomphales, Auriculariales, Cantharellales, Trichosporonales, and
Cystofilobasidiales (Figure 6C).
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Figure 6. Prediction of 3-D structures and interdomain interactions of substrate molecules trapped in
enzymatic progress of HCS, AAR, and SDH. (A) 3-D structure of FvHCS in F. velutipes, (B) interactional
binding sites of substrate molecule in HCS, (C) conservative motif of interactional binding sites in
homologous sequences of HCS by MEME, (D) 3-D structure of LbAAR in L. bicolor, (E) interactional
binding sites of AMP molecule in AAR, (F) conservative motif of interactional binding sites of AMP
in homologous sequences of AAR by MEME, (G) interactional binding sites of NAD(P) in AAR, (H)
conservative motif of interactional binding sites of NAD(P) in homologous sequences of AAR by
MEME, (I) interactional binding sites of putative substrate molecule in AAR, (J) conservative motif of
interactional binding sites of putative substrate molecule in homologous sequences of AAR by MEME,
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(K) 3-D structure of FvSDH in F. velutipes, (L) interactional binding sites of substrate saccharopine
in SDH, and (M) conservative motif of interactional binding sites in homologous sequences of
SDH by MEME. Abbreviations: “N-term”: N-terminal, the starting site for protein synthesis. “C-
term”: C-terminal, the termination site of protein synthesis. “C domain”: Condensation domain
in NRPS. “A domain”: Adenylation domain in NRPS. “PCP domain”: Peptidyl carrier protein in
NRPS. “R domain”: extended (e) SDRs domain in NRPS. “Domain I”: N-terminal domain in SDH,
substrate-bound domains. “Domain II”: C-terminal domain in SDH, NAD bound domain.

The 3-D structure of LbAAR with 1420 amino acid residues in L. bicolor was predicted
by I-TASSER. It consists of four domains, including the condensation (C) domain (residues
10–116), adenylation (A) domain (residues 288–862), peptidyl carrier protein (PCP) (residues
885–951), and extended (e) SDRs (residues 1013–1317) (Figure 6D). LbAAR was predicted
to be a non-ribosomal peptide synthetase (NRPS), in which the C-score was −1.61 Å, the
TM-score was 0.52 ± 0.15 Å, and the RMSD was 13.8 ± 3.9 Å. NRPS is generally considered
to be one type of enzyme in secondary metabolic synthesis, and it is also indispensable
in lysine synthesis. The reaction catalyzed by AAR is thought to be a unique reaction
mechanism that involves both adenylation and reduction in primary metabolism [10]. Ten
structural analogues of LbAAR were identified by comparison in PDB database, including
bacteria (4zxhA, 6mfzA, 2vsqA, 6n8eA, 4zxjA, 5u89A, 1amuA, and 1mdbA), fungi (1ry2A)
and metazoa (2d1rA) with relatively low homology (Table S7). 1ry2A in Saccharomyces
cerevisiae was identified as acetyl-coenzyme A synthetase. The 3–D structure of 1ry2A was
only similar to the A domain in LbAAR and had no connection with other domains [32]. The
catalytic reaction by LbAAR is a three-step process from α-aminoadipate to semialdehyde.
ATP and NAD(P)H play roles in the first step of adenylation and the second step of
reduction, respectively, and there are no cofactors involved in the third step [2]. Based on
the catalytic function of AAR in bacteria, the binding sites of cofactors and substrates in
LbAAR were deduced (Figure 6E,G,I) [33]. There is one bigger N-terminal domain and
one smaller C-terminal domain in the A domain, and AMP is combined on the interfaces
of these two domains. The binding sites in A domain consist of 15 amino acid residues,
including Thr-462, Ser-463, Gly-577, Asp-578, Asn-599, Met-600, Tyr-601, Gly-602, Thr-603,
Thr-604, Ala-634, Asp-727, Cys-739, Arg-742, and Lys-856 (Figure 6E). The conservative
motifs of binding sites of AMP in AAR were identified in 27 species in Agaricomycetes by
MEME. There were 15 amino acid residues highly conserved and widely distributed in the
orders of Agaricales, Boletales, Gloeophyllales, Polyporales, Russulales, and Cantharellales
(Figure 6F). The core structure of extended (e) SDRs contains the conserved Rossmann-fold
structure with a TGXXGXXG cofactor binding motif (TGATGFLG) and a YXXXK active site
motif (YGQTK). There were 21 amino acid residues of binding sites with NAD(P) as cofactor
in LbAAR, and, in 27 species, all of these amino acid residues were conserved except for
Phe-1022, Ala-1047, Ala-1125, Pro-1219, and Val-1222 (Figure 6H). The amino acid residues
as binding sites of substrates in extended (e) SDRs were predicted to contain Ser-1150,
Tyr-1193, Tyr-1221, Phe-1236, and Leu-1247 (Figure 6I). These five amino acid residues are
high conserved in Agaricomycetes (Figure 6J). Alternatively, the three amino acid residues
of Ser-1150, Tyr-1193, and Tyr-1221 are involved in binding sites in both NAD(P) and
substrate molecules. Moreover, the Ser residue in the PCP domain is usually an important
active site to load aminoyl-AMP. Ser-915 in the PCP domain of LbAAR is hypothesized to
exercise this function, and it is also conserved in Agaricomycetes (Figure S9). The functional
analysis of these amino acid residues as binding sites in NRPS reveals the conservative
property of AAR in the reduction of α-aminoadipate.

The 3-D structure of FvSDH with 368 amino acid residues in F. velutipes was pre-dicted
by I-TASSER. FvSDH consists of two domains with similar size, namely an N-terminal
domain (Domain I, 4–136 residues, 331–368 residues) and a C-terminal domain (Domain
II, 137–330 residues) (Figure 6K). Domain I has the main binding sites of the substrate
saccharopine. It contains one α/β fold and is similar to the topology of dinucleotide binding
domains [34]. Domain II has the main binding sites of cofactor NAD, and it contains one
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typical Rossmann fold (α-β-α-β-α-β). The substrate primarily binds in the crack between the
two domains, and the enzyme has broad substrate specificity [35]. Ten structural analogues
of FvSDH were identified by comparison in the PDB database, including fungi (2qrlA),
bacteria (1pjcA, 1f8gA, 1m2wA, and 1gcaA), metazoa (1gz3A, 1p0fA, 1hrkA, 1pl6A), and
viridiplantae (1u1uA) (Table S7). The homology between FvSDH and 2qrlA in S. cerevisiae
was 54.3%, which showed that the SDH analogues are widely distributed and highly
conserved in fungal species. Based on the catalytic function of SDH in S. cerevisiae, the
substrate-binding sites of FvSDH were predicated (Figure 6L). The substrate-binding sites
of FvSDH are in the interface of domain I. Arg-18 interacts with the two carboxyl groups
of saccharopine, and Glu-121 forms hydrogen bonds with the imine part of saccharopine.
Lys-98 interacts with the amino acid tail of saccharopine at the edge of the binding site of
substrate. Both side chains of Lys-77 and His-95 are suitable as acid−base catalysts in the
reaction [36]. The Asp-219 residue is not a binding site of the substrate, but it could play a
key role in binding the ribose portion of the AMP molecule (Figure 6M). These key substrate
binding sites are highly conserved in Agaricomycetes, which suggests that the catalytic
function of SDHs on substrate saccharopine is also highly conserved in functional evolution.

4. Discussion

Lysine is one of the essential amino acids for human growth and development, and it is
prevalent in mushrooms of Agaricomycetes [37]. Our understanding of lysine biosynthesis
at the molecular level has enormously in-creased with the growth of genomic informa-
tion [1,27]. Therefore, phylogeny of the ly-sine biosynthetic pathway will help to reveal
the evolutionary course of lysine biosyn-thesis. The AAA pathway is responsible for the
production of lysine in Agaricomycetes species [1,27,38]. Eight enzymes involved in AAA
pathway, including HCS, HCD, HAH, HIDH, AAT, AAR, SDR, and SDH, are primarily
involved in the biosynthesis of lysine in higher fungi [10,39]. In addition, the phyloge-
netic relationship of the three enzymes of HCS, AAR and SDH in the AAA pathway is
consistent with the evolution-ary relationship of species in Agaricomycetes [18,40]. The
homologous sequences of HCS, AAR, and SDH are known only in 70 species of 10 orders in
Agaricomycetes, which confirms the widespread existence of lysine in Agaricomycetes, and
further up-dates the number of lysine-producing species in Agaricomycetes [13]. Owing to
the limited resources of strains contained known sequences of HCS, AAR and SDH, we
have not identified the existence of these three enzymes in other orders of Agaricomy-cetes.
Even so, our results could only reflect the phylogenetic relationships of the mi-nority of
strains reported in Agaricomycetes. It provides concepts to reveal the phylo-genetic rela-
tionships of lysine biosynthesis in Basidiomycota fungi in more detail. The phylogenetic
relationships of other enzymes in AAA pathway were analyzed in Agaricomycetes based
on the known enzymes of homologous sequences. The results showed that the enzymes
involved in AAA pathway of lysine biosynthesis are more higer conserved at the order
level in Agaricomycetes in addition to HCD and AAT. There are no adequate numbers of
homologous sequences of them to construct a phylogenetic analysis.

The phylogenetic relationships of HCS, AAR, and SDH are similar at the order level
in Agaricomycetes. But the species with each enzyme used in the phylogenetic tree had
very obvious differences. In all of the phylogenetic trees, there were only eight species,
including A. gallica, A. solidipes, Coprinellus angulatus, L. tigrinus, Polyporus brumalis, Di-
chomitus squalens, Russula ochroleuca, and R. emetic, and there were only one or two known
enzymes in other species. There may be three possible reasons for this: (1) the homologous
enzymes in other species have not been identified; (2) the enzymes in other species have
evolved to have an unrecognizable primary structure; or (3) the enzymes that are lacking
in other species may be supplemented by enzymes with low specificity in other metabolic
pathways [39,41]. Moreover, the evolutionary relationship between Pholiota molesta, C. laeve,
and C. striatus was chaotic in the phylogeny of AAR, and it was not consistent with the
evolutionary relationship of HCS and SDH. We hypothesized that the AAR from these
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three species may be undergone horizontal gene transfer from other species during the
evolution process [39].

The 3-D structure of proteins largely determine the biological functions of enzymes, and
the binding sites of substrate are the important factor in studying the functional evolution of
proteins. Therefore, understanding of the 3-D structure of proteins and the conservation of
binding sites is highly significant for revealing the functional evolution of enzymes. Crystal
structures of HCS and SDH in yeast provide the basis for predicting their 3-D structures in
fungi [31,34]. There was a high degree of homology of the 3-D structures between HCS and
SDH in F. velutipes and 3ivtB in S. pombe and 2qrlA in S. cerevisiae. The results revealed the
high degree of conservation of 3-D structures between HCS and SDH in Agaricomycetes, even
in fungi. Moreover, our sequence alignment revealed that the binding sites in HCS and SDH
are highly conserved in Agaricomycetes. The 3-D structural analysis of FvAAR in F. velutipes
revealed that it is a member of NRPS, which catalyzes one unique reaction mechanism in the
primary metabolism in fungi. The results of our prediction showed that the binding sites with
AMP, NAD(P), and the substrate are highly conserved expect for five binding sites (Phe-1022,
Ala-1047, Ala-1125, Pro-1219, and Val-1222) with NAD(P) in Agaricomycetes. There is no
crystal structure of AAR homology of the enzymes to predict the AAR in fungi. The lower
degree of homology between FvAAR and other homologous sequences of AAR in the PDB
database could be the primary cause of the poor conservation in NAD(P) binding sites. We
retrieved the 3-D structure of AAR (Login number: P07702) in S. cerevisiae S288c predicted
by AlphaFold in UniProt database (https://www.uniprot.org/ (accessed on 18 November
2021)). Thus, it is necessary to study the complex model of interactions between LbAAR and
substrates or cofactors through AlphaFold and molecular docking to reveal the molecular
mechanism of the evolution of lysine biosynthesis. Furthermore, there is one conservative Ser
site in the PCP domain of AAR in both S. cerevisiae and Agaricomycetes species [42]. The Ser
site is an important target to study the interactions between NRPS and small molecules. The
conservation of this Ser site provides additional evidence that reveals the preservation of the
catalytic mechanism of AAR in fungi.

5. Conclusions

In this work, we revealed the phylogenetic relationship of lysine biosynthesis in
Agaricomycetes with the enzymes involved in the AAA pathway, particularly HCS, AAR,
and SDH. The results indicate that the evolution of lysine biosynthesis evolved in parallel
with the evolution of species at the order level in Agaricomycetes. HCS, AAR, and SDH are
highly conserved in their primary, secondary, tertiary structures, and the binding sites of
substrates. The degree of structure homology of enzymes reflects the degree of conservation
of the lysine biosynthesis pathway in Agaricomycetes during the evolutionary process.
Based on analysis of 3-D structure of the three enzymes of HCS, AAR, and SDH in the
AAA pathway and the conservation of catalytic residues of the binding sites, the catalytic
function of these enzymes was highly conserved in evolution in Agaricomycetes. Lysine
biosynthesis could have served as an evolutionary precursor to more biosynthesis of other
essential amino acids.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
10.3390/jof8010037/s1, Table S1: The homologous sequences of HCS used to construct the phy-
logenetic tree in this study. Table S2: The homologous sequences of AAR used to construct the
phylogenetic tree in this study. Table S3: The homologous sequences of SDH used to construct the
phylogenetic tree in this study. Table S4: The sequences used to construct the phylogenetic tree of
species in this study. Table S5: Characteristics of the predicted secondary structures of HCS, AAR,
and SDH in Agaricomycetes. Table S6: Sequences used for 3-D structure prediction and conservation
analysis of binding sites of HCS, AAR, and SDH. Table S7: The proteins with similar 3-D structures
to the reported proteins of HCS, AAR, and SDH in the PDB database. Figure S1: Expression levels
of the genes of eight enzymes involved in the AAA pathway in different development stages by
RNA-seq analysis in Coprinopsis cinerea and Lentinus tigrinus. Figure S2: Phylogenetic tree of
HAH in Agaricomycetes with Tremellomycetes as outgroup. Figure S3: Phylogenetic tree of HIDH
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in Agaricomycetes with Tremellomycetes as outgroup. Figure S4: Phylogenetic tree of AAT in
Agaricomycetes. Figure S5: Phylogenetic tree of SDR in Agaricomycetes with Tremellomycetes as
outgroup. Figure S6: Characteristics of the secondary structure of HCS in Agaricomycetes. Figure S7:
Characteristics of the secondary structure of AAR in Agaricomycetes. Figure S8: Characteristics of
the secondary structure of SDH in Agaricomycetes. Figure S9: Multiple sequence alignment analysis
of PCP domain in AAR from S. cerevisiae with PCP domains from 27 species in Agaricomycetes.
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